Wooden figures
1. Wild cow face
3. Wild cow face
5. Tiger face
7. Human face
9. Human face

II. Cow face
13. Human face
2. Wild cow face
4. Human face
6. Human face
8. Human face
10. Human face
12. Cow face
11. Cow face

Fig. 47
Fig. No. 48
Bodhisattva
Nepal
C-16th cent. A.D.
Acc. No. 75.110

Fig. No. 49
Narasimha
South India
C-19th cent. A.D.
Acc. No. 74.51
Fig. No. 50

Mahishasuramardini
Udaipur, Lahaul (H.P.)
C-10th cent. A.D.
Acc. No. 89.116

Fig. No. 51

Maheshvari
Tamil Nadu
C-18th cent. A.D.
Acc. No. 73.49
Fig. No. 52

Brahmani with three faces
Tamil Nadu
C-18th cent. A.D.
Acc. No. 73.52